Canvas Reception
Canvas Reception extends simple sophistication with a focused
offering of functional pieces and distinctive design options.

MAKE A LASTING
FIRST IMPRESSION.
Capture the essence of your brand as you welcome
customers in an inviting and forward-thinking space.
Canvas Reception extends simple sophistication with an
offering of functional and distinctive design options.
Experience the breadth of this line to find the perfect fit
and level of style for your needs. Explore models, sizes, and
premium details to heighten function and luxury for the
user, the environment, and all of your visitors.
Canvas Reception is responsible too. It considers the
environment by using renewable and recyclable materials,
allowing it to achieve indoor air quality and BIFMA level®
certifications, and complies with the mechanical standards
that focus on safety and durability to meet BIFMA
Compliant® certification.

Greet Customers with Style.
Classy and simple, Canvas Reception features a focused offering of
functional pieces that allow you to create a distinctive style.
Choose from waterfall transaction counters with paper slots,
conventional transaction counters available in a variety of
materials, matching or contrasting overlays, backlighting, extended
gallery returns with storage, ADA returns, and more!

Details & Options:

Surface Materials
Solid & Woodgrain Laminates

Overlay Panels can be specified to match
or contrast the main shell and transaction
counter. Add backlighting to the overlay to
give your station even more appeal.

Be ready to greet all of your guests by
creating stations with multiple transaction
counter heights, like shown here with
standard and ADA heights.

Extended Gallery Returns help to provide
the right amount of storage for the user
by offering the option of wardrobes and
storage towers. Add additional storage
from the standard Canvas offering.

Paper slots come standard as a part of
the waterfall transaction kit. Choose from
chrome or TFL slot dividers.

Effortlessly adaptable, Canvas Reception
allows for distinctive design details, like an
appealing mix of materials, finishes, and
components.

Stay organized or add a pop of color with
one of our Tack Boards, sized perfectly to
fit each of our desk shells, with or without
standard transaction counters.

Beigewood

Sugar Maple

Oak Riftwood

Weathered Ash

Smoky Brown Pear

Asian Night

Studio Teak

Pinnacle Walnut

Harvest Maple

Golden Cherry

Shaker Cherry

Select Cherry

Williamsburg Cherry

Columbian Walnut

Mahogany Walnut

Espresso

Designer White

White Sand

Fashion Grey

Pepperdust

Slate Grey

Black

Change up the look of your design.
Drawers and door fronts have the option
of vertical or horizontal grain direction.

Project a fresh, polished attitude with
high-gloss acrylics on overlays and doors,
or add function by using dry erase boards
on wardrobe doors.

Frosted & High Gloss Acrylics

Frosted
Make an impression when customers walk
through your door. Solid surfaces and
glass are available on transaction counters.

The waterfall Transaction Riser Kits can
be centered or left/right adjusted on desk
shells to create a more contemporary look.

Easy to specify wire management options
allow users to route cords away from the
work surface for a clean aesthetic.

Having power and data within reach has
never been more important. With a range
of options, Canvas Reception allows users
to stay easily connected.

Pull Options:
Alcove (CAV)
Chrome - 5 7/8”

Arc (AAC)
Aluminum - 5”

Arc (BAC)
Black - 5”

Beam (ABM)
Aluminum - 10 1/4”

Bow Tie (NBT)
Nickel - 5 1/2”

Buckle (ABU)
Aluminum - 4 3/4”

Buckle (BBU)
Black - 4 3/4”

Elite (AEL)
Aluminum - 5”

Elite (BEL)
Black - 5”

Beam (BBM)
Black - 10 1/4”

Flair (AFL)
Aluminum - 5 3/8”

Bow Tie (BBT)
Black - 5 1/2”

Focus (BFC)
Black - 4 5/8”

Quadra (AQD)
Aluminum - 4”

Quadra (BQD)
Black - 4”

Studio (AST)
Aluminum - 13”

Studio (BST)
Black - 13”

Flair (CFL)
Chrome - 5 3/8”

Studio (CST)
Chrome - 13”

Graphite

Black

Pebble Beach

Sedona

Arroyo

Tundra

Edge Profile:

Square

Focus (AFC)
Aluminum - 4 5/8”

Wired Mercury

Solid Surfaces

Snow White

Alcove (AAV)
Aluminum - 5 7/8”

White

Starry Night

Effortless Integration.
With a simple design aesthetic, Canvas Reception fluidly
complements other furniture to create a cohesive and
welcoming environment.
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